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Question #20 Section 2

Identify the sequence of Oracle Management Cloud components involved while processing a sales order.

A. Order Entry, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer
B. External Source Systems, Internal Systems, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer
C. External Source Systems, Order Entry, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer
D. External Source Systems, Order Entry, Orchestration, External Interface Layer, Task Layer Services

Answer: A 
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51367_01/scmop_gs/FAOFO/F1433056AN132D9.htm

Question #21 Section 2

Your customer is using Oracle Social Network for Order Management. They claim a conversation is being created for every order in the system,
and that this is not required for automated order fulfillment.
What can be changed so that Oracle Social Network only creates conversations for sales orders that need them?

A. When enabling the Sales Order object for Oracle Social Network use the manual mode.
B. Disable the Sales Order object for Oracle Social Network.
C. Turn off all conversations in Oracle Social Network.
D. Remove access from users for certain orders that do not require conversations.
E. When enabling the Sales Order object for Oracle Social Network, use the automatic mode.

Answer: A 
Create social conversations only for conversations that the Order Entry Specialist manually initiates for each sales order. It is strongly
recommended that you choose Manual.
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/scmcs_gs/FAIOM/FAIOM2247061.htm#FAIOM2222769

Question #22 Section 2

Which part of the process is correct in regard to utilizing Oracle Collaboration Messaging Framework Cloud with Oracle Order Management?

A. Collaboration Messaging Framework receives an order document in a format that is supported by Order Management from a trading
partner, and then converts the order to the Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS) format.
B. Collaboration Messaging Framework creates and sends the acknowledgement message in the format that is supported by Order
Management.
C. Order Management processes the order, but cannot automatically notify Collaboration Messaging Framework after accepting the order.
D. Collaboration Messaging Framework receives an order document in the Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS)
format from a trading partner, and then converts the order to the format that is supported by Order Management.
E. Oracle Collaboration Messaging Framework Cloud is not supported with Oracle Order Management.

Answer: D 
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/scmcs_gs/FAIOM/FAIOM2061946.htm#FAIOM2061946

Question #23 Section 2



Your customer wants to include externally managed manufacturing supplies in Global Order Promising results. What are the four steps that you
perform to meet this requirement? (Choose four.)

A. Ensure that the organizations in your external systems are modeled in Oracle SCM Cloud as item organizations.
B. Load all the data you require from your external system by using standard file uploads.
C. In the Planning Central work area, select the "Load Planning Data from Flat Files" task to complete the process of uploading your data.
D. Enable each external system as a collection source by using the Manage Planning Source Systems page.
E. In the Planning Central work area, select the Collect Planning Data task to complete the process of uploading your data.

Answer: ABCD 
Reference:
https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/tutorial/cloud/r12/wn/r12-scm-order-wn.htm

Question #24 Section 2

Your customer wants to publish receiving events, such as create ASN, cancel ASN, and create receipt. Which two steps will you perform to
meet this requirement?

A. Enable the Publish receiving events parameter
B. Enable the Publish Transactional business events parameter
C. Enable the Allow routing override parameter
D. Enter Early and Late Receipt Tolerances
E. Enter Outbound Sender details

Answer: AE 
Reference:
https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/tutorial/cloud/r12/wn/r12-scm-order-wn.htm

Question #25 Section 2

You want to decrease the implementation time for Order Management by using the Quick Start feature. Select the accurate list of four areas that
you can configure by using the Quick Start feature.

A. Objects in receiving, objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory facilities,
and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order
B. Objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory facilities, objects in receiving,
objects in order management parameters
C. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, default pick release attributes for the shipping
parameters of inventory- facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order
D. Default general shipping parameter, objects in receiving, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory
facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order
E. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, objects in advanced fulfillment, and orchestration
process for shipping and returning an order.

Answer: D 

Question #26 Section 2

Your customer requires changes be made to the Order Management work areas. The customer would like to rearrange the tab layout and hide
attributes.
Which statement is true about this requirement and customizations that an administrator will be able to make?

A. An administrator can only add content and rearrange the tab layout. They cannot hide attributes.
B. An administrator cannot customize anything within the Order Management work areas
C. An administrator can rearrange the tab layout, hide attributes, and add custom components such as links
D. An administrator can only hide attributes and cannot rearrange the tab layout
E. An administrator can rearrange the tab layout, hide attributes, and change default widths of columns and panels

Answer: E 
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